Q. Subject of Sex and Binding.
ABRHAHAM-EMANZIANDIE: Sex” can mean the word “bind.” Teaching on sex has
been limited to procreation, yet sex often is found to be more in power control and in its
channeling to be understood as a sacred fire that cannot be used for other purpose than
holy work.
ANDREA SELESTOW: It is touted as a right in the United States and it is not a right, it is
surefire way to head to the trash dumpster.
SAINT DIANE: Freud has not been understood and he has become sex guru.
ABRHAHAM-EMANZIANDIE: Freud’s fixation on sex was that he was a victim of infant
child abuse. So he spent his entire lifetime trying to unravel what had happened to him.
The theories of Oedipus and mother fixation and such theories took hold without fully
understanding his sickness.
Nancy of Oregon: The word of libido indicates that there is a "channeling” of this
energy. Erich Fromn taught on libido.
STEVEN ECKL: The sacred fire is the term sex energy or kundalini. Tantra is where
black magicians cause the channeling of the sacred fire through the pingala and sushuma
to have an ecstasy and therefore the monk has no need for sex, alas, but what essentially
happens, is people with such a concentration end this meditation with black magicians to
siphon off the light that is channeled to them through masturbation. This affects not only
the men but women, and you see these sexual poses in the mandala paintings.
Nancy of Oregon: In Hindu practice, the kundalini masters burn out their channels
through meditation. These require a full time nurse to care for them as the meditator is
one who cannot take care of his needs. The channels that the kundalini run along are
burned out. Rajneesh himself had his channels burned out and was in need for the
sedatives and pain killers.
Samadhi as a goal is confused with sexual states as being synonymous and they
are not. Samadhi is best understood as the indifferent state over an injustice which is
what was taught as a Perfection by Gautama Buddha called nibana. . The word "nirvana"
recorded not by the disciples of Gautama Buddha but by commentators has equated
nirvana wrongly to ecstasy. Rather the true teaching on nibana or nirvana is passing the
initiations of a sense of injustice to understand the Perfection of Indifference and the
Perfection of Alms which is also a state of objective Indifference.
ABRHAHAM-EMANZIANDIE: In my writings as Erich Fromm, I wrote of the people
who would go to the morgue and have sex with the corpses called necrophilia. I was not
able to write about necromancy then. These grave-diggers do this for months and years.
An atheist will find himself in reading about the binding sex at the morgue are ones who
do not conceive of the error of their ways that they continue this, and it is masturbationself masturbation to have sex with corpses. There is no person there.

STEVEN ECKL: These cannot know there is a web of Light called antahkarana that is
made of and is capable of taking them to the ascension if they would be in toward a
binding correctly of their sacred fire to holy work.
ABRHAHAM-EMANZIANDIE: In the science of sex-binding, sex is not only for
procreation. Binding sex with the spouse in family is to create a oneness of purpose to
raise children under a family name. The people who go to the morgue bind themselves
with dead bodies is so that they are in control of where the sex energy goes to bind with.
The people who masturbate to pornography bind themselves to some person in a
photograph and this travels over cyberspace in a draining of the other person as it is a
means for black magicians to steal the light of both in such an intercourse.
ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL: You come to understand that you take on the karma of another
and in mindlessly having multiple partners, you take on the sewer flow of karma from
other people who passes his demons to you in this way. You find yourself carrying that
person’s karma. Have their demons. The prostitutes consider that you are forever tied to
them, and ask you to perform other work for them on call.
ABRHAHAM-EMANZIANDIE: The binding to demons is no different than drugs.
FATHER MALACHI: Those who become fully demon-possessed will speak to you about
their "spouse" which is a demon. You can bind to objects, bind to the fall of another as
the witches and warlocks do. They can use hair or clothing of another to practice voodoo
sex. At the witches’ covens they suck on goat penis and say, “I never make a mistake.
And if I am found, I will go and kill the person, as I make no mistakes.” The cult of sex
is their power, calling it nature-worship to worship oneself when it is a power of the
covens to direct people in a profound way deep in the psyche which the witches have
found to be true in the controlling of others that is an Absolute power in such power
imbalance. .
FATHER STRONG: There are aliens who seek the sexual binding as they are able to
find you to kidnap you on to doing what they seek as you are their slave through the
masturbation with them. The command you through psychic voices to go here or there.
They ask you questions, and you automatically answer.
ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL: Masturbation binding must be healed both as a "mentation and
emotional emptiness."
Nancy of Oregon: Masturbation is a sin. The sin is absolute, and you should
understand the sin is an absolutely a sin, there is no compromise in your understanding.
What you masturbate to, you bind to.
ANDREA SELESTOW: It is not as you could say: a little candy bar will not hurt. Rather,
masturbation is a sin that is a certainty. The sex energy becomes channeled into a habit
and you find that you now have an aberration is short order. The great sin is as if you had

the house wired with light switches in wrong order and the lights do not work.
Homosexuality is a great sin. It takes a long time to correct this if at all. You can go to the
second death that is not for crimes committed but that you are as a broken toy wired
wrongly. It affects how you are the adulterer to live in sin. It is how you keep a mess of
your house as you do not truly value the light. You may have noticed that the ones with
tubeworm demon patterns also have tramp stupor anteater demon— their spine is not
erect. An homosexual has become effeminate, the lesbian acts masculine.
MAHA CHOHAN: The situation of child abuse requires that the sex dysfunction
that is due to child abuse calls for a mundane functioning no different than if you
had a stuck toilet. You need to free the toilet to flow. The toilet is needed to function
properly. You would not wait until you are out of embodiedment to find another
body many hundreds of years from now, you attempt to fix the plumbing. The
conscious correction of the sexual function as plumbing would not be a binding. You
are seeing this condition as a medical one. When you have fallen, it requires a few
weeks to heal. All mentation requiring healing is controlled, to cause the healing is
to be kept under holy purpose and to not ever lose this sight that for you to have sex,
you will marry someone.
ABRHAHAM-EMANZIANDIE: Much of having sex is for power. Sadism, seeking to
rape someone is to have power over another no different than to take the wings off of a
fly. The sadism, stalking, the raping, the stealing and burglary are to the end of power. It
is acting no different than the ones who work in the morgues who bind to power. One can
bind to sex itself. Thoughts of power, domination over another, controlling and having
people surround you socially, these can motivate one to aggressively seek the binding of
sex. It can be to fill emotional emptiness. Where there is a need for identity, children of a
collapsed religious organization may find themselves that they must not go into drugs or
masturbation as they try to fill the emotional emptiness of not having a Church any
longer.
Those with the child abuse will have the co-dependency and they must
consciously control these means to fill the emotional emptiness but to seek purposeful
and meaningful relationships by having their co-dependency under control. .
The sex as binding is to power, absolute power in Absolute Evil as seen in how
the witches and slave drivers and child abusers use this power. The binding caused by
the prostitutes, the forced group masturbation is again the power of the binding to
nefarious goals. You are not able to leave such organizations easily. You are a pawn in
what it is that they require of you to do, your will is given over to another, as you bind to
their whores, and you being bound to them are obligated to conform. The masturbation is
an absolute sin, as this is gasoline poured into fire where this is done.
On necrophilia, see Anatomy of Destructiveness by Erich Fromm. 1
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http://howheal.com/archives/library/AMS/destruct_325.pdf

